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 Autumn 2016 

Welcome,

An almost pictorial newsletter this time around. Some of the beautiful autumn images from this 
time of year in the Barossa.

Vintage 2016 is safely tucked away in barrique and the last of the 2014’s are being released 
from their oaken resting places in readiness for bottling shortly. The talk around town of the 
vintage, is one of almost pleasant surprise. Given the dryness of the late winter and certainly 
most of spring and summer, most people seem to have a great suite of wines, and we concur. The 
Mediterranean varieties have fared extremely well, as you would expect.

And now, as I write, the first hint of winter chill…

An increase in the wind, with that slightly haunting sound of it blowing through the gaps. And 
the cloud cover, now heavy, but with a small gap at sunset, allowing the setting sun to set fire to 
the peaks of the hills…great contrast.

And the first promise of a decent rain…still just a promise, but hopefully…

A few nice reviews for the Sparkling Red and La Belle Mère, and a wonderful accolade for our 
hospitality team with our cellar door being voted “Best Small Cellar Door - Barossa” in the latest 
edition of Gourmet Traveler Wine magazine.

On a somewhat sadder note, we regretfully announce the death of “The Father-In-Law”. 

Syd Weckert, Virginia’s dad, whose vineyard adventures in his post farming years gave rise to the 
eponymous Shiraz, passed away peacefully in his sleep, at his vineyard, in early January. Many of 
you I know, have enjoyed his company at some of our events and he is sadly missed, but his spirit 
will continue in the wine, which will still be harvested off his prized vineyard which remains in 
the family. If you wish to raise a glass, the 2014 Father-In-Law is a fitting tribute.

Our other new releases for this issue are the 2016 Rose of Virginia, of course, which is always the 
main focus of the autumn releases, and also the 2014 La Belle Mère. The 2013 is all gone and the 
major change you will see in the 2014 is the now, more contemporary label. The wine remains 
the rich fragrant Grenache style of the highest quality as always. The 2013 ultra-premiums are 
now on general release and we have included a list of some of the fine dining establishments you 
can enjoy them in if you are heading out to dinner.

Pruning gets underway soon and it’s time to contemplate a nice glass of red in front of the fire. 
We hope to see you at the winery soon.

Charlie, Virginia & team





 New Releases 

 2006 Museum Releases 
Just a final reminder about our Museum Releases. We have been opening these wines at a number of tastings over 
the last few weeks and they are looking superb. All of them still with at least a decade or more of life left in them.           

They are only available to Club Members and stocks are getting low.

If you are not already a Mailbox Member or Tasting Table Member, 
call Kirsten at the winery to find out about membership.

2014 Father in Law Shiraz
Deep colour. Lifted liquorice vanillan nose.  Some sweet smoky oak in there as 
well. Really fragrant yet complex. Lovely rich, sweetly weighted palate. Some 
grip from the rounded tannins and a long spice and cedar profile on the palate.

2006 Voices of Angels Shiraz
Highly perfumed, but densely complex nose. Plums and blackberries, sweet 
aromatic but not necessarily fruity. A touch of sweet cedar from the 100% new 
French barriques (immersion bent 36 month seasoned) combines to give both a 
classic richness, yet lightness of touch. A compact, rich palate with an excellent acid 
spine, but shows a plush mouthfeel and rounded tannins.

2006 Grains of Paradise Shiraz
Sweet archetypal Barossa nose, Christmas cake, spice and greengage but with an 
ethereal lift and light touch befitting the vintage. A beautifully fruit sweet mid 
palate combined with some vanillin American oak gives a plush mouthful with 
excellent length. Some developmental interest starting to show but still fresh and 
berry dominant.

2006 Cabernet Sauvignon
Some genuine leafy blackcurrant Cabernet aromas added to by 100% new French 
oak and a touch of traditional Barossa generosity. Very rich and fruit sweet structure 
and a full and plush mid palate balanced beautifully by some typical Cabernet 
tannins. Has retained its varietal accent over the last decade.

2016 Rose of Virginia
Amazing colour, the Rose of Virginia is always vibrant but this year it seems to 
have the perfect hue, bright and zesty but with the perfect depth to the colour. 
A wonderfully on target nose. Some Turkish delight, some talc, very fragrant but 
restrained. The palate is poised with a slightly lower alcohol than last year but still 
with the crisp but round mouthfeel.We think the 2016 is one of the best in the line.

2006 Nine Popes GSM
Still deep garnet colour with some brightness. Sweet peppery nose with defined 
dark fruits and some developmental complexity starting to show. Palate structure 
is fine but with excellent width and weight in the mouth. Tannins have softened 
over the last decade but still with some grip and superb density, balance and length. 
Available in magnums only.

2014 La Belle Mère GSM
Deepish colour, slightly more garnet than the Father-In-Law, as you would 
expect from Grenache. Scented nose with a mix of spicy soy, a little crispy 
bacon and some poached quince like aromatics, reminiscent of Vacqueyras 
and Gigondas. Lovely firm texture with fine tannins. Will build and richen in 
the bottle.



 Accolades 

NSW
Azuma
Bennelong Restaurant
Establishment
Fishheads @ Byron
Glebe Point Diner
Sailor’s Thai
The Bridge Room
The Ivy

QLD
Fridays Riverside
Sono Japanese Restaurant
The Gresham Bar
Bistro C
Friday's Riverside
Bluewater Bar & Grill

SA
2KW Bar and Restaurant
Assaggio
Botanic Gardens Restaurant
Chianti Classico
Cork and Cleaver
Georges on Waymouth
Park Lok
Press Food and Wine
Rigonis Bistro and Lounge

VIC
Altair Restaurant
Big Mouth
Dandelion
Kamel
Matteo’s Restaurant
Shark Fin House
The Water Rat Hotel

WA
Indiana Cottesloe Beach
Clarkes of North Beach
Parmelia Hilton
Perugino Restaurant
Steves Bar & Café
The Cavern
The Old Brewery Bar & 
Restaurant
Witch’s Cauldron
Zephyr Mediterranean 
Cuisine

TAS
Stillwater Restaurant
Tavern 42 Degree South

Awarded to:
2013 NINE POPES GSM

Awarded to:
2013 VOICES OF ANGELS SHIRAZ

 Dining Out 
Also, should you be dining out, here is a list of just a few great places who have our wines on the list.





EAT.
DRINK.
STAY.
Plan a stay in the Barossa for a few days and 
you can enjoy a delicious lunch on our Verandah,
a glass of wine to go with it and then a gentle 
stroll down the track to “The Kirche” for a restful 
snooze in front of the log fire.

Winter is a cosy, uncrowded time of year here in 
the Barossa and we are offering a special 
midweek winter ‘Eat, Drink, Stay’ rate which 
will include Lunch, Wine and Accommodation in 
our Luxury Bed & Breakfast, The Kirche.

Call Virginia direct on 0409 838 802
Or by email virginia@charlesmeltonwines.com.au










